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SUMMARY

Over 7 years experience in many aspects of the Finance and Accounting fields as well as 
maintaining a competitive business office. While my recent focus as Accounts Payable Specialist, 
my resume highlights my ability, knowledge, and expertise in all areas such as accounts 
receivable, insurance, payroll, audit preparation.

SKILLS

Bookkeeping, Trial Balances, Audits, Reconcile, Marketing, Accounts Payable, Accounts 
Receivable, Client Relations, Customer Service, Reconciliation, Microsoft Office: Word, Excel, 
Outlook, Adobe Acrobat, Detail Oriented, Organizational

WORK EXPERIENCE

Accounts Payable Specialist
Beltz, Kes, Darling & Assoc.  July 2014 – Present 
 Work with five charter schools in the Minnesota area; entering invoices into skyward and 

smart region iii &amp; iv systems, printing checks, managing bank balances between several 
checking, savings and sweep accounts, entering manual checks, prepaid and wires as well as 
record journal entries, voids, running trial balance statements and balancing the accounts 
payable general ledger account.

 Code all bank activity to the ufars standards according to the Minnesota Department of 
education requirements and keep up to date with ufars coding changes each fiscal year.

 Code, enter and make posting adjustments to cash receipts for school deposits, record money
received from the state and federal government (mde ideas and swift reports); such as food 
service, title i and ii and sped reimbursements, as well as general aid, lease aid, land 
endowment, and other payments given to the school.

 Post all bank activity and prepare and reconciliation all bank statements to ensure the 
accuracy of the monthly financials using excel spreadsheets.

 Prepare documents for prelims &amp; annual audits. Meet with auditors and explain each 
schools process and procedures, and financial documents.

 Identifies and recommends process improvements related to accounts payable functions.
 Checks for accuracy, completeness and opportunities to take advantage of payment 

discounts.

Accounts Payable Specialist
ABC Corp  2012 – 2014 
 Perform any combination of customer service, transaction discrepancies and inventory 

management to provide service to Walmart store locations and its vendors.
 Operate effectively in a team-based environment with a heavy daily, weekly, monthly and 

annual production goals.
 Have a process improvement mindset to be able to generate and effectively communicate 

ideas that make work faster and more accurate.
 Embrace a culture that requires continuous learning and flexibility to take on the more 

complex process.
 Strong verbal and written communication is required to effectively and quickly resolve 

customer/vendor issues.
 Compile, categorize, calculate and verify information and data with speed and accuracy.
 Anticipate, recommend and employment process improvements to drive optimal production 

levels.
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EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Science in Finance, Accounting And Business Administration - (Minnesota State 
University )
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